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Abstract: Cloud services supplanting the other web services in 

exponential rate, year-over-year. Despite the rising prevalence in 

cloud services, lack of proficiency in the field of cloud security is 

now the largest cloud challenge. The proposed method is based 

on the data mining techniques applied on the recorded log entries 

in the access log file. Before, applying data mining coarse gained 

log entries has been converted into fine gained log entries to 

improve the result. Then, generates the rule set to identify the 

different attacks in cloud environment. Finally, the result 

analysis of the proposed method has been carried out on the 

standard dataset through calculating the confusion matrix. Then, 

calculated results have been compared with other techniques 

through the depiction of different curves such as ROC, Lift 

curve, etc. These curves clear the vision about best result. Result 

analysis, carried out in this work shows that Logistic Regression 

is giving the best result among other methods.  

   Keyword: Session Hijacking, Logistic Regression Decision 

Tree, Random Forest Roc Curve, Lift Curve 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The cloud computing is a transformational shift in web 

technology as new generation of applications. Companies 

adopted cloud computing for growing the business, 

providing the services to customers, maintaining the data in 

private cloud, etc. All the communication with customer or 

employees is conducted through creating the account to 

maintain the log. The accounts of the users may be hijacked 

by the attackers due to the vulnerabilities such as 

unencrypted data transmission, reuse of sequence number in 

virtual machine, predictable sequence number etc. Account 

hijacking may be exploited on two layer- application layer 

and TCP layer. Account session hijacking is a  to seize on a 

session and collect the session ID of the user and dissemble 

as an authorized client [1]. An actual session may be created 

by either piracy of the token or expecting   the token id.  

Account hijacking not only arrange the entry in the users 

account but it can alter integrity of user.     In the today’s 

world most trendy messaging networks are developed for 

performance rather than security. All the data that are 

exchange over the instant messaging do not encrypted all the 

transmission of the data go through instant messaging is not 

secure.  
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The current  information structure does not offer a method 

for verifying that a information  truly originated from the 

sender. For example, a hacker may not only insert messages 

into an unfinished chat session, However additionally can 

also moreover hijack an entire session with the resource of 

impersonating one of the customers. It is important to 

research the threats of account hijacking due to the fact the 

outcomes can be deadly. 

    The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 

discusses the related work. In Section III, proposed work has 

been discussed in context of the log files dataset. Section IV  

we discussed the results of different data mining  methods 

and compare the results . Conclusion of the paper and future 

work plans is presented in Section V. 

II. SURVEY ON DATA MINING TECHNIQUES 

Mythili T. et al.  [2]  proposed a framework using  logistic 

regression to correct  prediction of heart disease. They Used 

Cleveland Heart Disease database. Further, they proposed   a 

comparative study of the multiple results, which contains 

sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy. Jie Hao et al.  [3] used 

the  Logistic Analysis, k-Nearest  Neighbor and Random 

Forest models  to  predict a past-due amount. The dataset to 

be they used is provided by Equifax. They calculate 

different parameters on the dataset and Logistic Regression 

gives the higher accuracy on the dataset. 

    Thomas et al. [4] used the logistic model approach to 

study the poverty of the Kenya. They survey on the income 

expenditure and consumption data and use Logistic 

regression model to estimate based on the data and 

determine poor and non -poor.  Jai Vasanth et al. [5]  used a 

Logistic regression  model  technique for find  the 

correlation between news articles and stock prices from an 

information retrieval perspective. We accomplish this by 

ranking news articles in a very large collection based on 

their relevance to market price changes. The news collection 

is composed of six years of news and the corresponding 

daily stock prices. Each article in the collection is labeled as 

being relevant or not with respect to a significant change in 

stock price over a specific time.  They evaluated the 

performance of logistic regression  and find the result  that 

lower recall our methods perform better than the baseline.   

S. Sivagowry et al.  [6] reviews different  data mining 

classification techniques  (like Decision Tree, Naïve Bayes, 

Neural Network,  Apriori Algorithm and MAFIA 

Algorithm) that are applied for diagnosing Heart Disease. It 

is noticed that the prediction results are powerfully 

stimulating and would assist physicians to do early 

diagnosis and make more accurate designs.  
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This method do not gives the hundred percentage for heart 

disease prediction and hence cannot be utilized solely for 

diagnosis. A remote health monitoring platform was 

designed to support heart failure severity assessment based 

on Classification and Regression Tree.  

Artificial Neural Network algorithm is used for classifying 

the heart disease based on the input Learning Vector 

Quantization (LVQ) is a prototype based supervised 

classification algorithm. 

Sachin Goyal et al. [7] proposed the a methodology 

regarding the security in the cloud, they proposed a access 

control system so the unauthorized user cannot access the 

data easily.  

    Sachin Goyal et al. [8]  provides an advance Cross Site 

Scripting Attack, which could be harmful for any web site 

vulnerable to Cross Site Scripting Attack. After successfully 

implementing this attack over a vulnerable website, the 

attacker would be able to gain access over the content and 

source code of the website. The attacker will also be able to 

get user information from the database directory. Attackers 

don’t have to send vulnerable link to the victim in order to 

steal user’s data. a call for the developers, the Cross Site 

Scripting Attack can be more harmful as it was in the past. 

III. PROPOSED WORK  

We Built a preprocessing model of dataset which we 

download from cloud. File is in the form of log entries. We 

have also plan to use compression algorithm for the 

optimization purpose. 

 

Figure 1: Block Diagram Proposed Method 

Figure. 1 shown block Diagram of proposed model Our 

model had been passes through seven different steps. In first 

step we download the data from data Repository then we 

preprocess the dataset convert it  and apply feature selection 

and feature modeling techniques. After these processes we 

apply classification model and done the result analysis of 

these models on different parameters. 

3.1. Proposed Algorithm: 

Algorithm- 

Step 1:  Read the one line from the access log file 

Step 2:  Calculate the length of current line 

Step 3: If space Count is not as predefined count then got 

to step 1 

Step 4: Else write the current line into preprocessed log file 

Step 5:  Extract the one log entry from the  preprocessed 

access log file and store  it into string 

Step 6: Check parsed string is in the loopback address range 

then assign string variable user with “Admin” 

Step 7:  If parsed string is in range of private address range 

then assign string variable user with Insider. 

Step 8: Else If assign string variable user with 

 “Outsider” 

Step 9: Apply Feature selection and Feature Appearance 

vector on preprocessed dataset. 

Step 10: Apply Data mining classification techniques  

 (Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Decision 

Tree) after feature selection and  feature modeling on 

preprocessed log file dataset 

Step 11: Evaluate the models performance on Confusion 

Matrix, ROC and Lift curve and compare the performance. 

The data of log features downloaded from the cloud sources. 

The data contains the log features of the cloud file. We pre-

process the data set and apply data mining techniques to 

dataset. To apply the classification models on the dataset we 

pre-process our target variable into two classes and  apply a 

decision tree, random forest and logistic regression  model 

on our dataset with R language. 

3.2. Data Repository: 

The standard dataset has been used for analysis, Dataset file 

is of approx 20 GB size that contains the access log file of 

cloud environment. sample dataset is represented in figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Classified Database 

Each log entry of access file contains ‘n’ dimensional 

attribute vector (Fine grained features of log entries F: (f1, 

f2,…..,fn), Where fi is the value of attribute Fi. There are 2 

classes: Malevolent (Cm) and Benevolent (Cb). 

3.3. Pre-Processing: 

The raw permissions do not arrive in a format conducive to 

fruitful detection. Preprocessing helps to improve the quality 

of data, efficiency and effectiveness. Therefore, substantial 

preprocessing must be applied. The preprocessing tasks 

applied in this work are – 

• Data Cleaning and Filtering. 

• Log files contains number of raw and irrelevant 

entries. 

• Identify the duplicity of the record in access Apps. 
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3.4. Feature  Selection: 

Feature selection is dissimilar from dimensionality 

reduction. Both methods seek to reduce the number of 

attributes in the dataset. [9] 

    

Many databases offer applications that may download and 

view freely and paid. Log entries features provide the 

information related to the request made by the users to 

access the resources of end device. It may represent the 

behavior of resources used. To simulate the behavior of 

cloud has  been extracted. Common features extracted from 

different cloud database applications. 

3.5. Feature Modelling: 

Selected features of the log entries have been parsed one by 

one and create the Feature Appearance Vector (FAV) [10]. 

The FAV in binary form only captures the types of feature 

appeared in the application or not. The ith element value in 

the vector is set to be 1 if the ith permission is present in the 

extracted permission. Otherwise, it is set to be 0 as shown in  

Table 1 

 

Figure 3: Database After Feature Selection 

3.6. Classification Methods: 

There are many classification data mining techniques but 

We choose logistic regression method over other methods 

because we have imbalanced and noisy dataset. Other data 

mining methods are not work well on this type of dataset. It 

gives very good performance on our dataset and better 

accuracy rate  rather than models. 

   The constant (a0) in the logistic regression moves the 

curve left and right and the slope (a1) defines the steepness 

of the curve. the logistic regression equation can be written 

in terms of an odds ratio. 

𝑝

1 − 𝑝
= exp(a0 + 𝑎𝑏1𝑥) 

Taking the natural log of both sides, we can write the 

equation in terms of log-odds (logit) which is a linear 

function of the predictors [11]. The coefficient (a1) is the 

amount the logit (log-odds) changes with a one unit change 

in x. 

𝑙𝑛(
𝑝

1 − 𝑝
) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1𝑥 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION  

To  evaluate  the performance  of  models  we used  

confusion  Matrix , ROC curve  and  Lift Curves  of  the 

models .  To find the best accuracy is randomly divided into 

10 smaller subsets where dataset contains 612 entries, 9 

subsets used for training and 1 subset is used for testing. The 

process is repeated 10 times for every combination. To 

calculate  the results of different classifications models we 

used R language ,machine learning methods with  rattle that 

is written in R language , the package consist inbuilt 

different data mining techniques we run the model and find 

the different accuracy parameters.  

   To find the results on our preprocessed log entries data set. 

we used three different data mining  techniques  random 

forest, logistic regression and decision tree, we run the these  

data mining techniques in R language with  rattle  data  

mining package and find the results, random forest gives the 

accuracy of  87.25% ,decision tree 87.09% and logistic 

regression  88.39% 

Table No. 1. Comparison of Accuracies 

Algorithm Accuracy Sensitivity specificity 

Decision Tree 87.09% 82.60% 87.45% 

Random 

Forest 
87.25% 89.74% 87.08% 

Logistic 

Regression 
88.39% 77.63% 88.16% 

 

As we shown table no.1 that in the lift curve of three 

predicted model decision tree  random forest and logistic 

regression in the chart we show glm()  function has highest 

lift value (which defined logistic regression) in the curve 

when we rank the probabilities of all three model and find 

the curve so in our experiments LM  get the highest lift rate. 

 

Fig .4: Comparison of Models with Lift Curve 

In this work ROC curve are used because predicted 

probabilities of log entries are not properly classified or 

even  when classes are highly unbalanced [12]. Roc Curve 

obtained by the decision tree model roc curve visualize plot 

between the true positive rate and the false positive rate [13].  
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The curve(fig no.5) shows that it has 0.62 values has under 

the curve. So it is a good model on our data set. In a below 

diagram we can see, that sensitivity at this threshold is 38% 

and the (1-specificity) is ~60%. To bring this curve down to 

a single number, we find the area under this curve (AUC) 

 
Fig .5 ROC Curve of Decision Tree Model 

The curve (fig no.6) shows that it has 0.72 values has under 

the curve. So it is a good model on over data set. As a 

diagram we can see, that sensitivity at this threshold is 

38.2% and the    (1-specificity) is ~72%. To bring this curve 

down to a single number, we find the area under this curve 

(AUC) 

 
Fig.  6- ROC Curve of Random Forest Model 

The curve (fig no.7) shows that it has 0.84 values has under 

the curve. So it is a good model on over data set. As a 

diagram we can see, that sensitivity at this threshold and the 

(1-specificity) is ~84%.To bring this curve down to a single 

number, we find the area under this curve (AUC) 

 
Fig 7: ROC Curve of Logistic Regression 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 

To get the result we used three different data mining 

techniques random forest, logistic regression and decision 

tree, we run the these data mining   techniques in R 

language. After applying these three data mining methods to 

the dataset logistic regression gives the highest accuracy of 

88.39%. For the future scope we can use different non linear 

machine learning techniques to improve our result. 
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